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Abstract: This paper delves into the media convergence strategies for the interaction between social media and television programs, aiming to thoroughly investigate the comprehensive impact of this trend on the media industry. Through a comprehensive analysis of relevant literature, in-depth studies of successful cases, and surveys of market trends, this paper proposes a series of innovative and feasible strategies. These strategies are designed to not only enhance the engagement of television programs on social media, but also to enrich the interactive experience for audiences, while expanding the influence of media platforms to make them more comprehensive and sustainable. By deeply exploring the theories and practices of media convergence, this paper provides insightful and beneficial guidance for the media industry's new development direction in the era of social media.

1. Introduction

With the rapid rise of social media, television program producers and advertisers have begun to realize the importance of integrating social media with traditional television media. Social media provides a platform for audience participation and sharing, which presents a tremendous opportunity for television programs. This paper aims to explore how to maximize the interactive effects between social media and television programs through clever media convergence strategies, thereby enhancing audience participation, increasing advertising effectiveness, and driving innovation in the media industry.[1]

2. The Convergence Trend of Social Media and Television Programs

2.1. The Rise of Social Media in China and Transformation of the Media Industry

With the rise of social media platforms in China, the media industry is undergoing profound changes. Television programs, once a mainstream media, are now challenged by the revolutionary changes in how people access and share information due to the emergence of Chinese social media platforms. Platforms like Douyin (TikTok) and WeChat have become the main avenues for the public to access news, share life experiences, and express opinions, posing a challenge to the traditional television media.[2]
This rise has not only changed the speed and scope of information dissemination but also redefined audience participation. Through platforms like Douyin and WeChat, audiences can share their views, comments, and interactive experiences in real-time, forming a vast and active virtual community. This widespread application of social media has led to a more extensive and complex competitive landscape for the media industry and prompted television producers to adapt by integrating social media elements to retain their audience.

In this rise, social media has not only offered new avenues for information transmission but also provided a broad stage for interactive television programs.[3] Audiences are no longer passive recipients of content but active participants in discussions, sharing, and shaping the program. This enhanced sense of participation has made social media an indispensable partner for television program producers.

In summary, the rise of social media in the Chinese media industry is both a challenge and an opportunity. Television producers need to closely monitor the trends in social media, leveraging its advantages to better meet audience needs and enhance the social impact of their programs. The convergence of social media and television programs has become an irreversible trend, offering a broader prospect for the industry's future development.[4]

2.2. The Importance of Interaction in Television Programs

The importance of interaction in television programs is increasingly prominent in the current media environment, becoming a key factor that traditional television production must focus on. Interaction is no longer just one-way communication between the audience and television programs but a deeper level of participation experience, crucial for the success of the program and audience loyalty.

Firstly, interaction in television programs enhances audience engagement and stickiness. Previously, audiences passively received content, but through interactions on platforms like social media, they have become participants in content creation. Audiences can directly influence the direction of the program through real-time comments, voting, and sharing. This sense of participation makes the audience more invested, creating a strong co-creation experience.[5]

Secondly, interaction provides valuable feedback and data for television producers. By analyzing audience interactions on social media, producers can understand preferences, dislikes, and expectations, thereby better adjusting content and improving quality. This timely feedback mechanism helps producers better grasp audience psychology, creating more attractive programs.

Additionally, interaction also provides more marketing opportunities for advertisers. Through social media interactions, ads can be more targeted to the audience, and the audience's interactive behavior becomes an important measure of advertising effectiveness. This offers advertisers more precise and effective advertising avenues, maximizing marketing goals.[6]

In summary, interaction in television programs not only enhances audience engagement and stickiness but also provides rich opportunities for producers and advertisers. In the era of convergence between social media and television programs, fully exploiting the potential of interaction has become an indispensable part of creating successful programs and realizing commercial value.

2.3. The Current State and Trends of the Convergence of Social Media and Television Programs

The convergence of social media and television programs has become a hot trend in the media field, achieving significant achievements. Currently, many television programs successfully utilize social media platforms through real-time voting, hashtag topics, and celebrity interactions, deeply engaging audiences and expanding the program's influence. The introduction of social media not only
injects new vitality into traditional television programs but also provides more channels for audience participation, narrowing the gap between them and the programs.

Meanwhile, some leading programs have established strong brand images on social media. By releasing exclusive content, interacting with celebrities, and launching social media-exclusive activities, these programs have successfully attracted a large number of followers and fans. This effective use of social media not only increases program visibility but also creates commercial opportunities for producers, such as collaborations with brands and launching related derivative products.

In the future, the convergence of social media and television programs will show more diversified and intelligent trends. With the continuous advancement of Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) technologies, television programs will more deeply integrate these technologies, providing more immersive experiences for audiences. The use of personalized recommendation algorithms will increase the personalization of content, enhancing audience satisfaction and loyalty.

Furthermore, the future will see tighter integration between different social media platforms. Television producers will utilize cross-platform promotion more, seamlessly connecting program content across various social media platforms, achieving leapfrog transmission of information, and maximizing audience reach.

In conclusion, the convergence of social media and television programs is rapidly developing and will continue to evolve in more intelligent and diverse ways in the future, bringing a broader development prospect to the media industry.

3. Key Strategies for Media Convergence

3.1. Creating Engaging Social Media Content

In the era of media convergence, creating engaging social media content is a key strategy to ensure deep interaction between television programs and audiences, achieving successful integration. This requires a profound understanding of social media users' needs and targeted strategy formulation to produce content that resonates and stimulates interaction.

The primary focus is on creating program-related highlights. This includes providing exciting and captivating clips, interesting behind-the-scenes footage, and in-depth exclusive interviews with stars. Such content not only captures the audience's attention but also sparks enthusiastic discussions about the program. By sharing these unique pieces on social media, television programs can establish a deeper emotional connection with the audience, encouraging ongoing social interaction.

Secondly, sensitivity to current events and trending topics is crucial. As social media is a key platform for information dissemination, production teams need to stay abreast of current affairs, adjusting content to align with audience interests. This sensitivity is reflected not only in the choice of program content but also in real-time social media interactions. Promptly responding to audience comments and participating in discussions on trending topics makes the audience feel respected and acknowledged, thereby increasing their engagement.

Additionally, creating deep interactive experiences is essential. This can be achieved through unique videos, behind-the-scenes content, online polls, Q&A sessions, and even live video interactions with the audience on social media platforms. Such deep interaction not only enriches the audience's experience but also engages them more in the program.

Finally, continuously optimizing content through data analysis is vital. Utilizing data analytics tools provided by social media platforms to understand audience preferences and feedback can help producers better comprehend audience needs, further adjusting and optimizing social media content to enhance its sharing and dissemination impact.

In summary, creating engaging social media content requires a comprehensive approach
3.2. Developing Cross-Platform Interactive Activities

Cross-platform interactive activities are a core strategy of media convergence, integrating new media and traditional media to create richer and more engaging interactive experiences aimed at increasing user participation and expanding media communication forms. Here are some successful implementation examples:

In news reporting, combining new media and traditional media advantages creates comprehensive interaction. By guiding audiences to participate in discussions on social media, sharing their views on news, and encouraging them to become news informants, sharing unreported real backgrounds and content not covered by other journalists, enhances the diversity of news reporting and builds a closer connection between journalists and the audience.

Applying Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) technologies offers new possibilities for cross-platform interaction. For example, a TV program can combine VR technology, allowing audiences to virtually visit the program site and experience the atmosphere in real-time. Simultaneously, launching AR-related activities on social media, where audiences interact with virtual elements projected in real environments through their phone cameras, creates a more immersive and participatory viewing experience.

Cross-platform live streaming creates a new form of real-time interaction. A TV program can be broadcasted simultaneously on traditional television channels and online streaming platforms, allowing audiences to choose different platforms for viewing and participating in real-time interactions through comments and likes. On social media, the program attracts more audience participation by offering exclusive online content and opportunities for interaction with stars, creating a comprehensive dissemination effect.

These successful examples not only broaden media communication channels but also create more comprehensive and deeper user participation experiences. By integrating the strengths of new media and traditional media, media convergence strategies bring richer and more innovative development paths to the media industry.

3.3. Building a Social Media Brand Image

In the era of media convergence, building a social media brand image is a key strategy for television programs to successfully integrate into social media. A social media brand image is not just a program's representation on a flat platform, but also a bridge for establishing emotional connections between the audience and the program, requiring a comprehensive consideration of content characteristics, audience needs, and social media platform features.

Firstly, the core is to define the program's uniqueness and core values. The social media brand image should revolve around the program's unique features, highlighting what sets it apart. Whether it's profound themes, unique production methods, or captivating storylines, they should form the foundation of the brand image. Such uniqueness resonates with audiences on social media, making them more willing to interact with the brand, thereby increasing social media attention.

Secondly, establishing a real and profound connection with the audience is vital. The social media brand image should serve as a medium for building an emotional connection between the program and the audience. By posting authentic, approachable content like behind-the-scenes footage, actors' daily lives, and even stories shared by the audience, the brand image becomes more relatable to the audience's life, making them feel they are not just viewers but part of a larger community. This sense
of closeness helps cultivate audience loyalty, encouraging them to participate more actively in social media interactions.

Additionally, maintaining consistency and timeliness is key to building the brand image. The social media brand image needs consistency across different platforms, whether in visual style, voice identity, or conveyed messages. This consistency enhances brand recognition among audiences, making it easier to be noticed on social media. Simultaneously, keeping up with current events and trends on social media, maintaining content freshness, helps maintain the timeliness of the brand image, preventing it from being perceived as outdated or uninteresting.

Lastly, establishing a two-way interactive social media platform is crucial. The social media brand image is not just about content output but also a bridge for interaction with the audience. Creating an open and two-way interactive platform, including replying to audience comments, participating in topic discussions, and regularly hosting online interactive events, makes the audience feel their opinions and participation are genuinely cared for and accepted. Such interactivity helps deepen the audience’s impression of the brand, forming a more positive brand image.

In summary, building a social media brand image is a core strategy for television programs to integrate into social media. By highlighting uniqueness, establishing real connections, maintaining consistency and timeliness, and actively interacting, television programs can build a compelling brand image on social media platforms, achieving comprehensive success in media convergence strategies.

4. Case Studies and Market Research

4.1. Ingenious Integration of Douyin and Television Programs

An in-depth analysis of typical social platforms in China's internet media, such as Douyin (TikTok) and WeChat, reveals successful strategies for the interaction and integration of social media and television programs, providing valuable insights for the media industry.

4.1.1. Program Promotion and User Participation

Douyin, as one of China's hottest short video platforms, offers a unique promotional channel for television programs. Creative short videos on Douyin allow programs to effectively pre-heat and rapidly attract a large number of users. This short video promotion vividly showcases program highlights, sparks user interest, and spreads quickly before the program airs, significantly boosting its visibility.

Moreover, by launching challenge activities on Douyin, programs ingeniously ignite users’ passion for creation and encourage them to participate in content creation related to the television programs in creative ways. This interactive approach not only transforms users from passive viewers into creators of the program but also forms an interactive community between users and the program. The launch of challenge activities is not only a promotional tactic but also establishes a co-creation atmosphere, guiding audiences to become active participants, thus expanding the program’s exposure and user involvement.

4.1.2. Enhanced Audience Stickiness through Interactivity

Douyin’s unique interactivity offers a special interactive experience for television programs. Interactive features like voting, commenting, and sharing enable audiences to directly participate in discussions and evaluations of television programs on the Douyin platform, effectively bridging the gap between audiences and programs. This instant interactivity not only enhances the audience's desire to participate but also turns them into creators and commentators of the program content.

Voting activities empower the audience with decision-making rights, allowing them to directly
influence the direction of the program, increasing their voice. The comment function provides a platform for audiences to express opinions and share views, forming an open discussion space. Through the sharing feature, audiences can spread their favorite program segments to a broader social network, promoting the program's dissemination on social media and further expanding its influence.

Douyin's interactivity not only strengthens the stickiness between audiences and programs but also turns audiences into active participants in program dissemination. This strong interactive model allows television programs to achieve deeper user involvement on top of traditional media, bringing new possibilities for media convergence strategies.

4.2. Social Television Experience on the WeChat Platform

4.2.1. Building Fan Communities

WeChat, as a comprehensive social platform, offers powerful social tools for television programs. By establishing dedicated television program fan groups, programs can build closer ties with their audience. In these WeChat fan groups, programs can regularly post behind-the-scenes footage and exclusive news, not only providing deeper insights into the production process but also offering unique content experiences to audiences. Through this interaction, audiences feel a close interaction with the program team, narrowing the gap with the program and building a more intimate relationship. The construction of WeChat fan groups not only enhances audience participation and stickiness but also provides a broader social sharing platform for program dissemination.

4.2.2. Innovation in Secondary Interactive Experiences

WeChat's Mini Programs and official accounts offer innovative opportunities for secondary interactions in television programs. Custom Mini Programs on WeChat allow audiences to participate in virtual interactive segments of television programs, such as voting and interactive quizzes. This innovation not only enriches the audience's viewing experience but also deepens their sense of involvement in the program.

The customized design of Mini Programs makes interaction more personalized and fun, allowing audiences to participate directly in exciting television program interactions within WeChat. This secondary interactive experience not only broadens the channels for audience participation but also increases the depth and breadth of interaction, enabling audiences to actively participate in the creation and decision-making of the program while watching. These features of the WeChat platform create more innovative and diverse interactive experiences for television programs, promoting a closer combination of traditional and new media.

4.3. Market Survey and User Feedback

4.3.1. Increased User Participation

Market research data clearly show that implementing interactive strategies on social platforms like Douyin and WeChat significantly enhances user participation in television programs. Audiences prefer to participate in discussions and interactive activities of television programs through social media platforms, further expanding the program's audience base.

The introduction of social platforms enables audiences to actively participate in virtual spaces, deepening their engagement with television programs. The widespread use of platforms like Douyin and WeChat makes interaction more convenient, allowing audiences to participate in program discussions, voting, and other interactive segments anytime, anywhere. This interactivity not only enriches the user's viewing experience but also creates a broader and more active community for
television programs, thereby enhancing user participation and providing robust support for the successful implementation of media convergence strategies.

4.3.2. User Feedback and Improvements

Through user comments and feedback collection on social media platforms, program production teams can timely understand audience preferences and opinions. This valuable feedback provides reference for improvements in television programs, helping them better meet audience needs. This real-time interactive feedback mechanism not only strengthens communication between audiences and programs but also enables production teams to flexibly adjust content, getting closer to audience expectations. Through detailed analysis of user feedback, television programs can achieve more precise customization, enhancing audience satisfaction, and further promoting the effective integration of traditional media with social media.

Based on in-depth studies of multiple cases and comprehensive market surveys, we can conclude that the interaction and media convergence strategies between social media and television programs have achieved significant success in China's internet media environment. The effective implementation of these strategies not only enhances the visibility and audience participation of television programs but also provides insights for the media industry to explore more innovative and interactive possibilities.

5. Conclusion

The comprehensive research presented above indicates that the media convergence strategy between social media and television programs has become an undeniable trend in industry development. Innovative interactive activities on social media platforms like Douyin and WeChat have successfully broadened the channels of dissemination and enhanced user participation for television programs. The rise of social media platforms not only introduces new methods of broadcasting for television programs but also offers audiences richer participation experiences. In the future, television program producers need to continue keeping pace with the development of social media, innovating strategies to better adapt to audience needs and achieve a win-win situation in media convergence. This study provides valuable insights for the media industry's transformation in the digital age.
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